Differences in assessment methods of face-to-face and online learning
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Abstract. The article is devoted to the study of differences in assessment methods of face-to-face and online learning of a foreign language in higher education, in particular, the issue of the effectiveness of the assessment techniques used in different formats. Numerous questions that accompanied foreign language online learning in 2019-2020 and 2020-2021 academic years, as well as contradictory reviews about the assessment methods of students’ knowledge were the prerequisites of the study. The experience demonstrated that online learning differs significantly from face-to-face learning in a number of requirements for teachers and students. The aim of the study is to modify traditional methods of students’ knowledge evaluation and assessment in the form of credits or examinations towards greater independence and objectivity and achieve the autonomy of the assessment process. We carried a survey of students’ opinions on the effectiveness of the forms of assessment adopted at the higher education. Based on the survey results, recommendations are made for improving methods of students’ knowledge assessment system with respect to the educational format. The conclusions made on the basis of data analysis provide a number of changes in the methods of online assessment both in the educational process at higher education and in staff training programs.
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1 Introduction

The issue of effective and objective methods for evaluating students’ knowledge in higher education is an urgent challenge today. Though the benefits of using innovative technologies in education are obvious, their contradictory impact on traditional face-to-face education process became noticeable during the 2019-2020 and 2020-2021 academic years, when the educational format was transformed from face-to-face to online. The wide variety
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of tools and technology of distance learning allowed to carry out educational process during COVID-19 pandemic. A range of scientific works presented modernized ways of education in the new reality [1-8] It has become evident, that such educational services and video conferencing applications as Skype, Zoom, WebEx, Hangouts, Microsoft Teams and Moodle are capable of maintaining education at the proper level [9]. Flexibility, adaptability and personalization of the education system became the key advantages of distance learning and the educational process reached a qualitatively new level [10].

The new format has its share of obvious advantages and delayed negative consequences. Students are assigned to a considerable share of responsibility for the quality of remote classroom work, the objectivity of testing, and the adequacy of time and effort distribution [11]. Another challenge of distance education is lack of social interaction and the loss of incentive in the form of a dialogue or polylogue. Students’ low motivation, poor academic performance and low emotional involvement in the learning process are the consequences of distance education. [12, 13].

The above-mentioned factors indicate an obvious contradiction between the expectations and the reality of distance education. As a result, the quality of the end-of-course knowledge varies significantly and directly depends on many factors (self-discipline, computer proficiency, software, etc.) [14]. This contradiction is clearly observed at the stage of student’s knowledge assessment.

Examination in a form of a written test is traditionally considered the main evaluation method of learning abilities and academic performance of the student. The advantages of this method include the development of culture of thinking and verbal self-expression. Students’ written work clearly demonstrates the ability to express ideas logically and adequately. [15, 16]. However, the paradigm of a written assessment in all its diversity is currently losing its position in favor of oral assessments [17]. Thus, we note the change in the forms of control caused by a number of prerequisites. During the distance learning the inevitable use of digital technology and Internet resources evidently facilitated the educational process, but often provoked academic fraud among university students. The established format of any evaluation method and students’ knowledge assessment with a significant written part and a less significant oral or creative component, does not meet current conditions. In this case, we observe a short-term false interaction (false interaction) which is a form of social interaction in which participants imitate proper behavior. The peculiarity of this kind of behavior is that both participants understand the falsity of the action or result, but for mutual benefit or tranquility, they take the distortion for reality [18]. It was observed during the distance examination when students widely used online resources, messenger platforms and auxiliary applications. In this case the technical competence of students was destructive and entailed far-reaching negative consequences [19, 20].

Due to the results of the 2019-2020 and 2020-2021 academic years, it seems crucial to take a fresh look at students’ knowledge assessment methods in higher education. The ability to interact effectively in future will increase the demand for graduates in their professional areas [21, 22]. Thus, the issue of creating more flexible and adaptive evaluation system adapted to the new learning format with the preserved element of challenge and complexity becomes particularly relevant.

2 Methods

This article aims to provide a comparative analysis based on the findings of a student survey on the objectivity and efficiency of various assessment methods in distance and
full-time education. As a basis for the analysis, the authors used the experience of students’ knowledge testing during the 2019–2020 summer exam session and the 2020–2021 winter exam session in the subject of Foreign language at the Faculty of Economics and Business, Financial University under the Government of the Russian Federation. The evaluative survey was conducted with four groups of respondents, in the range from the 1st to the 4th course with an online learning experience. The working hypothesis was that part of the traditional assessment techniques loses relevance during distance education. We compared the answers to the questions about various types of students’ knowledge evaluation in online and full-time education formats. We may assume that the research results will increase the efficiency of knowledge testing and serve students’ greater motivation since their views can be considered to modify and improve students’ knowledge assessment methods.

The questions formulated in the survey allowed the participants to select more than one response:

1-4) What type of written assessment / oral assessment would be the most effective technique to measure student knowledge and skills in full-time education/ online learning? It is necessary to clarify that the answer “written assessment” included all the variety of forms of students’ creative writing activity. “Referring of an audio and written text” was chosen as a separate assessment technique since the basis of it is the ability to understand the main idea of audio or printed text and convey it in a particular form. Answers to questions devoted to oral part contribute to understanding how confident a student feels about spontaneous real-life communication and his professional competencies. Further, in questions 5–11, students and teachers were asked to rate the objectivity of assessment methods on a scale from 1 to 5.

3 Results and discussion

Respondent data let us identify the following trends and reveal a number of key findings.

The analysis of the most objective types of written assignments demonstrated that a written assessment in all its forms is prevalent among students’ preferences in both learning formats. Figure 1 shows that a written assessment technique has a higher objectivity level in distance rather than face-to-face learning, according to students’ opinions. A vocabulary and grammar test traditionally placed at the beginning of a mid-semester or final examination paper has a certain weight in full-time education. However, in online learning, its value is slightly higher than referring of an audio and written text.
The students’ evaluation of written assessment methods and their efficiency used a scale from 1 to 5. A majority of respondents rated a lexical and grammar test with a score of four. Then in descending order, the students gave it a score of three (see Fig. 2). The survey revealed that a written assessment technique (in the form of an essay, an extended answer to the question, writing a business letter, writing a summary, analyzing a graph) generally scored higher (scores of 5 and 4). Compared with the assessment techniques mentioned earlier, referring of an audio and written text is considered a less popular method: the most frequent score given is 3, followed by 4 and 2, respectively.
Preliminary findings concerning the written methods of assessment suggest a higher weight of the creative component in students’ opinion. First, a written assessment gives them freedom of expression and demonstrates their skills. Second, even in distance learning, a written assessment gives an adequate knowledge and skills evaluation in the respondents’ opinion. Third, in the authors’ opinion, referring of an audio and written texts was rated the last not because of its low didactic value. Students probably do not see the special practical significance of such a written assignment technique. Another reason may lie in the complexity of this format, poor knowledge of referring techniques, the need to follow official framework.

The respondents’ choice of the most preferred oral assessment technique allows us to draw several conclusions (see Fig. 3). During full-time education, students highly appreciated the objectivity of three assessment techniques: an oral assessment with preparation, individual presentation, role-play, and business game. The students positively evaluated the objectivity of many oral assessment techniques. The participants’ answers differed in distance learning. The highest priority was given to an individual presentation as a mix of linguistic, visual, and creative components. It is important to note a decrease in the efficiency of a business game or a role-play during online learning. Dependency on technical reasons makes communication in the group unstable.

The option of an oral assessment without preparation has its certain weight. Its great relevance in the distance education is quite noticeable. Spontaneous speech occupied the
fourth place, but its value by students is not much lower than other options: 30% of students rated it with grades 5 and 4.

The results concerning the oral part let us suggest that during the full-time education, students are generally satisfied with the oral answer options and confirm their objectivity. In the distance education, however, students tend to prefer presentations due to the convenience and diversity of the visual form. Other types of oral assessment in the online education are less objective from the respondents’ point of view. The second conclusion is the most ambiguous and alarming, as the lower popularity of an unprepared answer indicates the students’ uncertainty of their spontaneous speech, whereas it is one of the main competencies of professional education.

4 Conclusion

We can apply this survey in different ways. It is worth taking into account the answers of students regarding their preferences, especially in the online education. In most cases the respondents are more aware of the objectivity of a particular type of assessment than the teacher, and their opinion better reflects the real situation. Further, it seems correct in terms of teaching to focus on the greatest difficulty for students and work on it.

The least frequent options were: an oral assessment without preparation and referring the text. It possibly means that as the studying material becomes more complex and the level of students’ language increases, these two options should be in focus during the examination. Thus, if the control strategy combines the most and least popular options for oral and written statement, then it simultaneously reveals the potential of the student and retains an element of challenge and complexity. This research may be applied both in the training of higher school students, and in professional development programs, that are often carried out online.
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